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ABSTRACT 

Road departure mitigation system (RDMS), a vehicle active safety feature, uses road edge objects to determine 
potential road departure. In the U.S., 45%, 16%, and 15% of car-mile (traffic flow * miles) roads have grass, metal 
guardrail, and concrete divider as road edge, respectively. It is difficult to test RDMS with real roadside objects. 
Lightweight and crashable surrogate roadside objects that have representative radar, LIDAR and camera 
characteristics of real objects have been developed for testing. This paper describes the identification of automotive 
radar, LIDAR, and visual characteristics of metal guardrail, concrete divider, and grass. These characteristics will be 
referenced for designing and fabricating the representative surrogate objects for RDMS testing. Colors and types of 
the roadside objects were identified from 24,735 randomly sampled locations in the US using Google street view 
images. The radar and LIDAR parameters were measured using 24GHz/77GHz radar and 350-2500nm IR 
spectrometer. 

Metal guardrail: The peak 24GHz RCS (Radar Cross Section) of W-beam and I-beam of guardrail are 10dB and 
13dB. The peak 77GHz RCS for W and I-beam are 15dB and 20dB. When the radar beam direction is not 
perpendicular to the metal guardrail surface, the reflectivity decreases significantly. As the 
illumination/measurement angle increases from 0 to 70o, the IR reflectance of metal guardrail decreases from 1.3 to 
0.1, and the variation among samples decreases from 1.5 to 0.05. The age of the metal guardrail does not affect the 
RCS if steel rust is not present.   

Concrete divider: Both 24GHz and 77GHz radar reflectivity are -7.3dB. The age of the concrete divider does not 
affect the radar reflectivity, but the surface smoothness and material affect the reflectivity. As the 
illumination/measurement angle increases from 0 to 70o, the IR (Infrared) reflectance of concrete divider increases 
by only 0.1.  

Grass: The peak 77GHz RCS is -18dB at 10o depression angle. Different kinds of grass (wild vs. maintained, short 
vs. long, even vs. uneven) have similar RCS value when measured under the same conditions (same radar type, 
same polarization, and same pitch angle. Same grass field will produce different RCS during different seasons or 
after rain where the moisture content of grass produces different reflectivity. As the illumination/measurement angle 
increases from 0 to 70o, the IR reflectance of grass increases from 0.1 to 1 and the variation among samples 
increases from 0.2 to 1. The most representative grass road-edge is uneven yellow/green mixed short grass followed 
by even green and short grass. 18 most occurring grass color patterns were selected.  
 
 
 



 
INTRODUCTION 

According to the U.S Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration, over half of the fatal 
vehicle crashes were related to road departure [1]. A vehicle road-departure crash is defined as when the 
vehicle moves from the road to the roadside and consequently leads to a crash [2, 3]. Road departure warning 
(RDW) and road keeping assistance (RKA) [4-12] are the new technology for reducing road departure crashes 
[13, 14]. The road departure detection can be based on the recognition of road edge markings. However, many 
US roads do not have road edge marking or clear road edge marking. Therefore, road edge detection needs to 
rely on the detection of roadside objects, such as grass, concrete divider, metal guardrail, etc. As RDW and 
RKA technologies are based on the detection of a roadside object, their performances need to be tested with 
the roadside objects. The performance testing of the RDW and RKA cannot be on the road with real roadside 
objects. Testing the RKA on the road with a real concrete divider or real metal guardrail is quite difficult. 
Testing the RDA on the road with grass road edge is also difficult.  The test track may not have a proper grass 
road edge for RKA tests. To support the performance testing of RDW and RKA, surrogate roadside objects 
need to be developed so that the test can be performed on the test track repeatedly. Transportation Active Safety 
Institute (TASI) of Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) studied the development of surrogate 
roadside objects for RDW and RKA testing with the support of Toyota Collaborate Safety Research Center (CSRC). 
This paper summarizes the representative shape, color, radar, LIDAR characteristic of the commonly seen roadside 
objects, such as concrete divider, metal guardrail, and grass. These characteristics can be used as the characteristics 
requirements for designing and fabricating the object surrogates. The design and fabrication of object surrogates are not 
in the scope of this paper and will be described in other papers. 

MOST COMMON ROADSIDE OBJECTS 

In our previous study [15], we sampled 24,762 Google Street view locations all over the United States. Based 
on location counts, we found that 55% locations have grass edge, 16% locations have concrete curbs, 8.68% 
locations have a metal guardrail, and 4.17% locations have the concrete divider as the road boundary. If we 
consider the traffic density on these locations (based on car-miles), we found that 44.6% locations have grass 
edge, 9.9% locations have concrete curbs, 16.1% locations have metal guardrails, and 15.3% locations have 
concrete dividers as the road boundary. Since concrete curb is mostly on the city roads with low-speed limits 
and RDW and RKA are mainly designed for roads with higher speed limits, metal guardrail, concrete divider, 
and grass road edges are the most common road edges detected by RDW and RKA.  Since camera, 24 GHz and 
77GHz radar, and automotive 800-1100 nm LIDAR are the most common sensors used for object detection in 
vehicle active safety,  the scope of this paper is to present the representative characteristics of metal guardrail, 
concrete divider, and grass in the view of the camera, 24 GHz and 77GHz radar, and automotive 800-1100 nm 
LIDAR.  

SPECIFICATIONS OF SURROGATE METAL GUARDRAIL  

Physical Shape of the Representative Metal Guardrail 
In aforementioned 24,735 randomly sampled road locations in the US, 2150 locations have various types of 
metal guardrails on the roadside. 81% of these 2,150 metal guardrails has horizontal W-beam with I-beam 
support (Fig. 1). The representative shape specifications of W-beam and I-Beam in the US can be found in [16]. 
The representative RGB color of the metal guardrail is (138,139,139) [17].    The physical shape specification of 
metal guardrail in other countries may be different. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Representative metal guardrail W-beam (left), and color (right). 
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Radar Characteristics Specifications of Representative Metal Guardrail  
Since the metal guardrail surrogate is composed of the W-beam surrogate and the I-beam surrogate, the 
24GHz and 77GHz RCS of five W-beams and I-beams were measured. The objects were placed on a 
rotating table, and their RCS at various angles were measured. The representative RCS of these objects are 
plotted in Fig. 2 to Fig. 5. Arrows in these figures and orientation of these objects show the viewing angles 
of the W-beams (blue) or I-beams (gray). The important RCS values that show the characteristics of the 
objects with respect to the viewing angles are circled.  A variation of ±2dB for each circled value is 
observed with different samples. It was found that the age of the guardrail has little effect on their RCS 
values (assume the guardrail is not rusted). 

   
Fig. 2. 24GHz RCS of W-beam. Measurement (left), vertical polarization (middle) horizontal polarization (right). 

 

  
Fig. 3. 77GHz RCS of W-beam. Measurement (left), vertical polarization (middle) horizontal polarization (right). 

   
Fig. 4. 24GHz RCS of an I-beam. Measurement (left), vertical polarization (middle), horizontal polarization (right). 
 

     
 

Fig. 5. 77 GHz RCS of an I-beam. Measurement (left), vertical polarization (middle), horizontal polarization (right). 



LIDAR Characteristics of Representative Metal Guardrail 
There is not a standard laser wavelength for the automotive LIDAR. Common automotive Lidar’s 
wavelengths are in the range of 800-1100nm. We used a spectrometer to measure the diffusive reflectivity 
of 4 galvanized metal surface samples at various viewing angles. The light source and the measurement 
probe were put as close as possible to mimic the LIDAR operation. Multiple points on each sample surface 
were measured. Fig. 6 shows the upper and lower boundaries of the representative IR reflectivity of metal 
guardrail surface in various laser wavelengths at various measurement angles. 0 degree means that the 
LIDAR beam is perpendicular to the surface being measured. Since the IR reflectivity variation is small and 
we do not have a large sample set, the upper bound is the measured maximum reflectivity value plus 0.02, 
and the lower bound is the measured minimum reflectivity value minus 0.02. It can be seen that the IR 
reflectivity of the metal guardrail decreases as the viewing angle is getting away from the perpendicular 
direction to the measured surface. The diffusion reflectively is only applicable for diffusion surface and 
should be less than 1 in concept.  However, the metal guardrail shows the specular reflection property when 
measured in low angles (0 to 15 degrees) and shows the diffusion reflection property when measuring in 
high angles (20 degrees and up).    
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Suggested IR reflectance range of metal guardrail surface from various viewing angles.  
 
 
SPECIFICATIONS OF CONCRETE DIVIDER AND CURB SURROGATES 

Physical Shape of the Representative Divider and Curb 
Concrete curb has many different shapes. In aforementioned 24,735 randomly sampled road locations obtained 
from Google Street View images, 66% of the 856 concrete dividers observed are in F shape, New Jersey, and 
single slop shapes. We selected F-shape as the representative shape of the concrete divider. The representative 
shape specifications of F-shape concrete divider and curb in the US are shown in Fig. 7 [15]. The representative 
RGB color of concrete divider and curb in the US is (168, 161, 149) [17]. The representative shape and color of 
the concrete divider in other countries may be different.  
 

                          
 
Fig. 7. Standard dimensions F-shaped concrete divider (left) curb (right).  
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Radar Characteristics of Representative Concrete Divider and Curb 
Since the concrete divider has a large flat surface, its radar characteristics cannot be described by RCS. Therefore, 
we use the radar reflectivity to describe the radar property of the concrete divider surface. The proper surface 
reflectivity property and the correct shape of the surrogate will make it have the correct radar property of a real 
concrete divider.   According to the 24GHz and 77GHz radar reflectivity measurements, forward-looking radar 
cannot detect concrete divider from a depression angle greater than 15 degrees. So all reflectivity measurement is 
measured with the radar beam perpendicular to the concrete surface.  The measurement results of 7 concrete dividers 
and curbs suggested that both the representative 24GHz and 77GHz radar reflectivity of common smooth concrete 
divider surface are -7.3±1 dB under dry condition. The average reflectivity of concrete dividers with smooth 
surfaces are similar. As the surface is damaged with scratches, the reflectivity varies significantly. The radar 
reflectivity of the concrete surface increases with the increase in humidity. The color, protective coating, and age of 
the concrete dividers do not affect their radar reflectivity.  

LIDAR Characteristics of Representative Metal Guardrail 
A spectrometer that covers a large range of laser wavelength was used to measure the diffusive reflectivity 
of 7 concrete dividers and curbs of various ages at a range of viewing angles. The light source and the 
measurement probe were put as close as possible to mimic the LIDAR operation. Multiple points in each 
sample were measured. Fig. 8 shows the upper and lower boundaries of all measurements at various angles, 
where 0 degree means that the LIDAR beam is perpendicular to the surface being measured.  The upper 
bound is the measured maximum reflectivity value plus 0.05, and the lower bound is the measured 
minimum reflectivity value minus 0.05. It can be seen that the IR reflectivity of the concrete surface 
increases as the viewing angle is getting further away from the perpendicular direction to the concrete 
surface. The concrete surface is diffusive in all viewing angles.  
 
4. Specifications of Grass Surrogate 
4.1 Physical Shape Specifications of Representative of Grass 
4.2 Radar Characteristics of Representative Concrete Divider and Curb 
4.3 LIDAR Characteristics of Representative Metal Guardrail 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8. Representative IR reflectance range of concrete surface from various viewing angles.  

 

SPECIFICATIONS OF GRASS SURROGATES 

Height and Color of Representative Grass  
In the aforementioned 24,762 Google Street View images, the RGB color of 901 grass images in good 
weather and not under the shade were studied. The heights of grass in the images were estimated based on 
over 70 reference road images with known grass height of the grass road edge. The conclusion was that the 
height of over 80% roadside grass was short (2-4”) or medium (5-10”), about 46% of the roadside grass 
were mixed green and yellow, about 30% grass was green, and rest was brown/yellow. The color of the 
grass samples was clustered into 6 groups with the representative color as shown in Table 1. Since the grass 
color patterns have vast variations, we clustered the 901 grass samples and generated 18 color patterns (see 
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Fig. 9). For each color pattern, the left is an example image, and the right is the actual color pattern. Each 
color pattern can be a mix of several colors identified in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. 
Representative color components of grass. 

 
 
 
 

 

Color 
Yellow Green 

      

R,G,B 111, 95, 65 146, 130, 96 170, 162, 135 99, 100, 55 105, 110, 44 139, 141, 87 
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Pattern 3 
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Fig. 9. Grass color patterns. 

 
Radar Characteristics of Representative Grass  
24GHz RCS and 77GHz RCS were measured on three grass samples. The physical appearance of these 
grass samples is shown in Table 2. The radar set up is illustrated in Fig. 10. The maximum, minimum, 
average and mean 77GHz RCS measurement result of these grass samples are in Fig. 11. The maximum, 
minimum, average and mean 24GHz RCS measurement result of these grass samples are in Fig. 12. The x-
axis of the plot is the distance of the grass to the radar. The Y-axis is the RCS value. The blue vertical line 
indicates the location of the reference corner reflector. The RCS on the left of the vertical blue line is 
heavily influenced by antenna coupling and is not useful. The RCS on the right side of the dashed box is too 
weak and can be considered as background noise.  The slop of the RCS plot in the region covered by the 
dashed box illustrates the RCS characteristics of the grass.  
 

Table 2. 
Grass samples used to measure 77GHz RCS. 

 
Grass  Height Color Surface Condition Type 

1 Short (2-4 inches) Green and Yellow Somewhat even Wild 

2 Medium (8-10 inches) Green and Yellow Uneven Wild 

3 Short (2-4 inches) Green Very even Well maintained 
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Fig. 10. Grass 77GHz RCS measurement.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 11. Grass RCS Recommendation (77GHz Horizontal Polarization).   
 

        

           
 
Fig. 12. Grass RCS Recommendation (24GHz Horizontal Polarization).   

 
LIDAR Characteristics of Representative Grass  
A spectrometer that covers a large range of light wavelengths was used to measure the diffusive reflectivity 
of 6 grass samples in indoor and outdoor at a range of viewing angles. The light source and the 
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measurement probe were placed as close as possible and aimed in the same direction to mimic the LIDAR 
operation. Multiple points were measured on each sample. Fig. 13 shows the upper and lower boundaries of 
all measurements at various angles, where 0 degree means that the LIDAR beam is perpendicular to the 
surface being measured.  The upper bound is the measured maximum IR reflectivity value plus 0.05 and the 
lower bound is the measured minimum IR reflectivity value minus 0.05. It can be seen that the IR 
reflectivity of the grass increases as the viewing angle is getting further away from the perpendicular 
direction. The grass starts to show specular reflectivity when the measurement angle is above 50 degrees. 
The IR reflectivity also increases as the infrared wavelength increases in the 800-1100nm range. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 13. The IR reflectance of grass fields at various measurement angles. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

This paper summarized the 77GHz and 24GHz radar, LIDAR, and camera characteristics of grass, metal guardrail, 
and concrete divider. This information can be used for the development of grass, concrete divider, and the metal 
guardrail surrogates, which is essential for the standard evaluation of the Road Departure Warning and Road Keep 
Assistant systems.  Based on this information, we have already developed surrogate grass, guardrail and concrete 
divider for testing. The design and testing of the surrogates will be described in future publications.  
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